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Entertaining And Setting A Holiday Table
As we prepare to entertain during the Holidays, media and social media outlets are
providing us with great decorating ideas to stimulate our appetites for setting beautiful
tables and creating festive room designs.
Entertaining and welcoming family and friends is a delight for this LA designer and as I
decorate homes for the holidays, my goal this year will be to create an atmosphere that
is warm and inviting.
Here are a couple of simple ‘ingredients’ in the endeavor to present a beautiful table.
TABLE & CHAIRS
This year I am looking to add a dash of elegance to the mix. With that in mind, let’s start
with the dining room table as the focal point. This may be a perfect time to upgrade
your dining room furniture. The beautiful dining room and table-for-four below is from
Kravet. The mix of modern and traditional is something that will go year-round and it

will make a beautiful presentation for a small Holiday party. Because of the limited
table space, using banquettes, credenzas or side tables will work not only as
a serving surface but they can be purchased for storage as well.
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However, you may choose to create a grand setting. I like an elegant dining experience
and working with quality materials and furniture that are customizable creates a very
personal room. The room below has a unique and contemporary appeal and is pbelow
is part of the Kravet Modern Dining II collection.
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TABLE SETTINGS
If you are not looking to purchase new furniture, then the table settings and decor are the
thing for you. I love to incorporate organic touches to my table centerpieces and
Madison Ave Gifts is a great resource for beautiful dinnerware, flatware and accessories.

ARTE ITALICA NATALE AND FORESTA

ARTE ITALICA FLATWARE

VALENTINA GOBLETS

Your table settings can bring whimsey and good tidings. A fun salad plate mixed with
your fine china adds personality.
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And then… there is the over the top, big statement, what a table approach. This year I
am in the mood for go big or go home. The more impact to excite guests, the better.
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Even if it’s just the kids in the kitchen, make it a special time.
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Food is one part of the experience. And it has to be somewhere between 50 to 60
percent of the dining experience. But the rest counts as well: The mood, the
atmosphere, the music, the feeling, the design, the harmony between what you have on
the plate and what surrounds the plate.
– Alain Ducasse
Bon Appétit,
Lauren

If you have found this newsletter interesting, please share it with your friends.
If you have had this newsletter forwarded to you and would like a regular copy, click below to sign up, we are happy
to have you as our new guest.
And if you would like my sage design advice and style tips more often than once a month, you can follow my blog,
Lauren’s Style Library. It is my pleasure to share with you.
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